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The tender minded tend to be idealistic, optimistic and religious, while the tough minded are normally
materialist, pessimistic and irreligious. But this has not weakened religious belief. People need a philosophy
that is both empiricist in its adherence to facts yet finds room for religious belief. For James, then, Pragmatism
is important because it offers a way of overcoming the dilemma, a way of seeing that, for example, science,
morality and religion are not in competition. To attain perfect clearness in our thoughts of an object, then, we
need only consider what conceivable effects of a practical kind the object may involveâ€”what sensations we
are to expect from it, and what reactions we must prepare. This human witness tries to get sight of the squirrel
by moving rapidly round the tree, but no matter how fast he goes, the squirrel moves as fast in the opposite
direction, and always keeps the tree between himself and the man, so that never a glimpse of him is caught.
The resultant metaphysical problem now is this: Does the man go round the squirrel or not? Pragmatic
clarification disambiguates the question, and once that is done, all dispute comes to an end. So James offers
his pragmatism as a technique for clarifying concepts and hypotheses. He proposed that if we do this,
metaphysical disputes that appear to be irresoluble will be dissolved. When philosophers suppose that free will
and determinism are in conflict, James responds that once we compare the practical consequences of
determinism being true with the practical consequences of our possessing freedom of the will, we find that
there is no conflict. As James admitted, he explained the pragmatic method through examples rather than by
giving a detailed analysis of what it involves. He made no claim to originality: Peirce and James participated
in these discussions along with some other philosophers and philosophically inclined lawyers. As we have
already noted, Peirce developed these ideas in his publications from the s. As we shall see there were
differences in how they understood the method and in their views of how it was to be applied. Later thinkers,
for example John Dewey and C. Lewis, developed pragmatism further. This was tied to the study of the
normative standards we should adopt when carrying out inquiries, when trying to find things out. Sections 2
and 3 will be concerned, primarily, with pragmatism in the narrow sense. Then, in section 4, we shall explore
some of the views that are associated with pragmatism in the wider sense. The pragmatist maxim As we have
seen, the pragmatist maxim is a distinctive rule or method for becoming reflectively clear about the contents of
concepts and hypotheses: This raises some questions. What sort of thing does it recognize as a practical
consequence of some theory or claim? Second, what use does such a maxim have? Why do we need it? And
third, what reason is there for thinking that the pragmatist maxim is correct? Consider what effects, which
might conceivably have practical bearings, we conceive the object of our conception to have. Then, our
conception of those effects is the whole of our conception of the object. For all his loyalty to it, Peirce
acknowledged that this formulation was vague: The principle has a verificationist character: This is clear from
his later formulations, for example: The entire intellectual purport of any symbol consists in the total of all
general modes of rational conduct which, conditionally upon all the possible different circumstances and
desires, would ensue upon the acceptance of the symbol. We become clearer about the concept hard, for
example, by identifying how there can be conceivable circumstances in which we have desires that would call
for different patterns of action if some object were hard from those it would call for if the object were not
hard. If I want to break a window by throwing something through it, then I need an object which is hard, not
one which is soft. It is important that, as Peirce hints here, the consequences we are concerned with are general
ones: Sometimes he writes as if the practical consequences of a proposition can simply be effects upon the
believer: Peirce sees uses for his maxim which extend beyond those that James had in mind. He insisted that it
was a logical principle and it was defended as an important component of the method of science, his favoured
method for carrying out inquiries. This is reflected in the applications of the maxim that we find in his
writings. First, he used it to clarify hard concepts that had a role in scientific reasoning: We shall discuss his
view of truth below. It also had a role in scientific testing. The pragmatist clarification of a scientific
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hypothesis, for example, provides us with just the information we need for testing it empirically. In later work,
Peirce insisted that the maxim revealed all the information that was need for theory testing and evaluation
EP2: The pragmatist clarification revealed all the information we would need for testing hypotheses and
theories empirically. As Peirce described contemporary versions of this distinction, the highest grade of
clarity, distinctness is obtained when we can analyze a concept for example into its elements by providing a
verbal definition. This was provided by applying the pragmatist maxim. As well as treating the pragmatist
maxim as part of a constructive account of the norms that govern inquiry, Peirce, like James, gave it a negative
role. A more vivid non-logical example of using the concept to undermine spurious metaphysical ideas was in
showing that the Catholic understanding of transubstantiation was empty and incoherent EP1: Here another
difference between James and Peirce emerges. James made no concerted attempt to show or prove that the
principle of pragmatism was correct. In his lectures, he put it into practice, solving problems about squirrels,
telling us the meaning of truth, explaining how we can understand propositions about human freedom or about
religious matters. But in the end, inspired by these applications, we are encouraged to adopt the maxim and
see how well things work out when we do so. Since Peirce presented the maxim as part of the method of
science, as a logical or, perhaps better, methodological principle, he thought that it was important to argue for
it. Indeed, after , he devoted much of his energy to showing that the maxim could receive a mathematical
proof. He used several strategies for this. In , he relied upon the idea that beliefs are habits of action: Applying
the pragmatist maxim to the clarification of a proposition, he argued, involved describing the habits of action
we would acquire if we believed it EP1: In the lectures on pragmatism which he delivered at Harvard in , he
adopted a different strategy. He offered a detailed account of the cognitive activities we carried out when we
used the method of science: His strategy then was to argue that the pragmatist clarifications brought to the
surface all the information that was required for responsible abductive reasoning, and that our use of inductive
and deductive arguments made no use of conceptual resources that could show that pragmatism was mistaken.
Although he remained optimistic of success in this, he was never satisfied with his results. Pragmatist theories
of truth These differences in motivation become clearest when we consider how both Peirce and James applied
their pragmatist maxims to the clarification of the concept of truth. It possesses a form of unreflective clarity:
It is at this stage that the concept of truth enters the discussion: So we have to turn to his remarks about truth
to see how the kind of mind-independence captured in the abstract definition of reality is to be understood
from a pragmatist perspective. This reflects a law which is evident from scientific experience: So with all
scientific research. Different minds may set out with the most antagonistic views, but the progress of
investigation carries them by a force outside of themselves to one and the same conclusion. This activity of
thought by which we are carried, not where we wish, but to a foreordained goal, is like the operation of
destiny. No modification of the point of view taken, no selection of other facts for study, no natural bent of
mind even, can enable a man to escape the predestinate opinion. The opinion which is fated to be ultimately
agreed to by all who investigate, is what we mean by the truth, and the object represented in this opinion is the
real. That is the way I would explain reality. These thoughts, however, have been caused by sensations, and
those sensations are constrained by something out of the mind. This thing out of the mind, which directly
influences sensation, and through sensation thought, because it is out of the mind, is independent of how we
think it, and is, in short, the real. It is explained in terms of this fated agreement of convergence through the
process of inquiry rather than in terms of an independent cause of our sensations. It articulates a metaphysical
picture that all pragmatists tried to combat. See Misak , 69f where Cheryl Misak emphasises that Peirce does
not offer a traditional analysis of truth. Rather, he provides an account of some of the relations between the
concepts of truth, belief, and inquiry, She describes this as a naturalistic understanding of truth, and calls it an
anthropological account of how the concept is used. And his writings on this topic rapidly became notorious.
They are characteristically lively, offering contrasting formulations, engaging slogans, and intriguing claims
which often seem to fly in the face of common sense. We can best summarize his view through his own
words: The true is the name of whatever proves itself to be good in the way of belief, and good, too, for
definite assignable reasons. Expedient in almost any fashion; and expedient in the long run and on the whole,
of course. Ideas â€¦ become true just in so far as they help us to get into satisfactory relations with other parts
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of our experience. This suggests that a belief can be made true by the fact that holding it contributes to our
happiness and fulfilment. This is unfair; at best, James is committed to the claim that the happiness that belief
in Santa Claus provides is truth-relevant. It is easy to see that, unless it is somehow insulated from the broader
effects of acting upon it, belief in Santa Claus could lead to a host of experiential surprises and
disappointments. The pragmatist tradition So far, we have concentrated on the pragmatist maxim, the rule for
clarifying ideas that, for both Peirce and James, was the core of pragmatism. When we think of pragmatism as
a philosophical tradition rather than as a maxim or principle, we can identify a set of philosophical views and
attitudes which are characteristic of pragmatism, and which can lead us to identify as pragmatists many
philosophers who are somewhat sceptical about the maxim and its applications. Some of these views may be
closely related to the maxim and its defence, but we shall now explore them rather as distinctive
characteristics of the pragmatist tradition. Like some other philosophers, the pragmatists saw themselves as
providing a return to common sense and the facts of experience and, thus, as rejecting a flawed philosophical
heritage which had distorted the work of earlier thinkers. In each case, Descartes self-consciously made a
break with the scholastic tradition, and, in each case, the outlook that he rejected turns out to be the outlook of
the successful sciences and to provide the perspective required for contemporary philosophy. We are to try to
doubt propositions and we should retain them only if they are absolutely certain and we are unable to doubt
them. The test of certainty, as Peirce next points out, lies in the individual consciousness: And the examination
of our beliefs is guided by reflection on hypothetical possibilities: See Hookway , chapters 2,3.
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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Pragmatism in Ethics
Bloomington: The most common mistake is to attribute to Dewey some form of consequentialism or
teleology. I argue against this interpretation throughout this book. Peirce Society 31, no. Oxford University
Press, , Shook and Joseph Margolis Malden, Mass.: Blackwell, , Schneider in Guide to the Works of John
Dewey, ed. Jo Ann Boydston Carbondale, Ill.: Southern Illinois University Press, , 99â€” His account is
perfectly compatible with mine. In this book, however, I am not concerned with the reasons why Dewey
acquired a better phenomenological sensitivity to moral experience. The moral agent is conceived of as a
participant or in a network of relations in situations. Moral situations are characterized as requiring choice
among irreconcilable demands. Pennsylvania State University Press, , vii. Harvard University Press, , Beacon,
, â€” The Chilly Ethics of American Pragmatism You are not currently authenticated. View freely available
titles:
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University of Illinois Press, Correspondence with Richard Rorty, 2nd ed. First published in Atlanta: John
Dewey e la cultura italiana del Novacento. Browning, Douglas, and William T. Philosophers of Process, rev.
Fordham University Press, Mead, and Charles Hartshorne. Oxford University Press, Reviewed by Andrew J.
Teachers College Press, Normative Theory in International Relations: Cambridge University Press, Revue
Internationale de Philosophie Vol. The American Pragmatist Fell in Love. De Zan, Mauro, ed. I mondi di carta
di Giovanni Vailati. Making sensible environmental decisions in an uncertain world. University of Chicago
Press, A Case of Uncertainty. The Shadow of the Future. Logica e filosofia della logica: The Case for
Pragmatic Psychology. New York University Press, Bridging the gap between the traditional and the novel,
Daniel B. Fishman proposes an invigorated, hybrid model for the practice of psychology-a radical, pragmatic
reinvention of psychology based on databases of rigorous, solution-focused case studies. In The Case for
Pragmatic Psychology, Fishman demonstrates how pragmatism returns psychology to a focus on
contextualized knowledge about particular individuals, groups, organizations, and communities in specific
situations, sensitive to the complexities and ambiguities of the real world. Fishman fleshes out his theory by
applying pragmatic psychology to two contemporary psychosocial dilemmas -- the controversies surrounding
the "psychotherapy crisis" generated by the growth of managed care, and the heated culture wars over
educational reform. Pragmatism and Literary Studies. Reviewed by Moris A. The Divided Self of William
James. The second part of the book turns to those doctrines where James privileges the perspective of mystical
experience. Community, Diversity, and Transformation. Rowman and Littlefield, The Diverse Community or
the Unoppressive City: Which Ideal for a Transformative Politics of Difference? Transformative
Communication toward Democratic Communities: Pragmatism or Critical Theory? The Deeply Democratic
Community: Cosmopolitan Unity Amidst Diversity: King, West, and the Beloved Community. Economy,
Law, and Democracy. Rebuilding the Public Square. Reviewed by Heather E. Pragmatic Liberalism and the
Critique of Modernity. The Rudiments of Pragmatic Liberalism:. The philosophy of representations.
Justification as a social practice. The problem of truth. A Modern Malgre Lui. In defense of enlightenment
humanism. The lure of tradition. The tradition of the virtues. MacIntyre versus pragmatic liberalism. Locke
and the radical enlightenment. The primacy of everyday life. The Critical Pragmatism of Alain Locke:
Haskins, Casey, and David I. Essays on Deweyan Pragmatism. State University of New York Press,
Reviewed by John R. Peirce, the allusive late nineteenth-century philosopher-scientist and founder of
pragmatism, a man always on the periphery of the academic and social establishments yet intimately
conjoined with them by birth and upbringing. Through Peirce and his wife Juliette, a lady of shadowy
antecedents, Howe creates an intriguing nexus that explores the darker, melancholy sides of the fin-de-sicle
Anglo-American intellegentsia. A Semeiotic Account of Causation: The "Cement of the Universe" from a
Peircean Perspective. Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen, The Poetics of Natural History: From John Bartram
to William James. Rutgers University Press, Peirce and the Mark of the Gryphon. Mead und der symbolische
Interaktionismus: The Press of Arisbe Associates, Noted in TPS Komendzinski, Tomasz and Andrzej Szahaj,
eds. Nicolaus Copernicus University Press, Oczami outsidera" American Philosophy in America: Kotatko,
Petr, and Orenstein, Alex, eds. Knowledge, Language, and Logic: Krausz, Michael, and Richard Shusterman,
eds. Interpretation, Relativism, and the Metaphysics of Culture: Themes in the Philosophy of Joseph Margolis.
William James and the Metaphysics of Experience. From psychology to religion: The Varieties of Religious
Experience: Indications of a philosophy adapted to normal religious needs 4. Squaring logic and life: The
Poetics of Transition: Emerson, Pragmatism, and American Literary Modernism. Duke University Press, La
nuova Italia, Essays by Richard J. Vanderbilt University Press, Micah Hester -- The Bioethics Committee:
Liberalism at the End of the American Century. Canadian Journal of Philosophy Supplemental Vol. Die
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dynamische Logik des Erkennens von Charles S. Mind, Body, and World. Columbia University Press, Sense,
Nonsense, and the Senses:
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A Critical History of Pragmatism, 2nd ed. Indiana University Press, , pp. Other important surveys include S.
Harvard University Press, More specialized studies of the history of pragmatism are given below, selected for
their comprehensiveness, diversity of viewpoint, and ability to guide the reader to other studies. His paper,
titled "Philosophical Conceptions and Practical Results," announced his chosen direction "to start upon the
trail of truth": Then, our conception of these effects is the whole of our conception of the object" [CP 5. His
psychological and metaphysical inquiries resulting in "radical empiricism" and religious and moral interests
represented by the "will-to-believe" doctrine complemented his unique version of pragmatism. William James
Pragmatism asks its usual question. How will the truth be realized? What experiences will be different from
those which would obtain if the belief were false? He had also influenced a generation of philosophers, who
repaid their debt to James by developing selected aspects of his philosophy into principles for their own
independent thought. His place alongside James in the pantheon of American philosophers was firmly
established after his Collected Papers were edited in the s. Among the many philosophers indebted to Peirce
and James, several can arguably be called "pragmatic. He incorporated several pragmatic tenets into his
system of absolute idealism, which has often been termed "pragmatic idealism" or "absolute pragmatism.
Boodin studied under James and Royce. His treatises on epistemology and metaphysics develop a realistic
pragmatism in the context of an evolutionary theism. Harvard also nurtured Horace M. Kallen, who advocated
pragmatism for decades, and C. Lewis , whose "conceptual pragmatism" synthesized many pragmatic strands.
And while George Santayana may not have enjoyed the label, many scholars comprehend his thought in a
pragmatic context. Authors focusing on the Cambridge pragmatists are A. Freeman, Cooper, and Co. Yale
University Press, A Life Bloomington and Indianapolis: Press, ; Carl Hausman, Charles S. Columbia
University Press, For James, these studies can be consulted. His Life and Thought New Haven: An
Intellectual Biography Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, ; Milton R. A Biography New York: Nijhoff, ; Charles H.
Nelson, John Elof Boodin: A Study in the Epistemology of C. Green, ; Paul A. Open Court, ; T. An
Examination of His Philosophy London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, This development was also nourished by
the psychological research and theorizing of Dewey and four of his philosophy colleagues, George H. Mead ,
James H. Tufts , James R. Challenging the dominant "structuralist" psychologies, they formulated the
doctrines of "functionalism," in which mental entities are interpreted in terms of phases of purposive organic
action in an environment. Dewey and Mead explored the philosophical consequences of this viewpoint: Ames
in religion, H. Heath Bawden in psychology, Boyd H. Bode in education, and William Wright and Sidney
Hook in philosophy. University of Minnesota Press, Studies of Dewey include Raymond D. Jo Ann Boydston
Carbondale, Ill.: Konigshausen und Neuman, ; Christopher B. Kulp, The End of Epistemology: Vanderbilt
University Press, ; R. Sleeper, The Necessity of Pragmatism: Yale University Press, ; J. Tiles, Dewey New
York: Cornell University Press, ; Robert B. Cornell University Press, The Autobiography of Edward Scribner
Ames, ed. Van Meter Ames Chicago: The Making of a Social Pragmatist Chicago: Macmillan, ; J. University
of Chicago, Schiller recognized a kindred spirit in James, linking his similar rebellion against rationalism with
the "will-to-believe" principle. Preferring the term "humanism" to pragmatism, Schiller centered his
philosophy on the fundamental reality of the personal self. Throughout the first two decades of this century,
European philosophers perceived Schiller and James as the leaders of the pragmatic movement. In the s the
brief career of F. Ramsey was marked by his occasional expression of agreement with several pragmatic
themes. Schiller and the Dimensions of Pragmatism Columbus: Cambridge University Press, Italy When
William James traveled to Rome in the spring of , he spent an afternoon with a small band of enthusiastic
pragmatists who made quite an impression on their famous American mentor. For his part, James
memorialized that afternoon and lionized its leader, Giovanni Papini , in a publication of his own on returning
to the United States, "G. Papini and the Pragmatist Movement in Italy. The movement was quite short-lived,
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however. Papini and Prezzolini had shed their pragmatism by , moving on to the next stage of their complex
intellectual itineraries. Vailati and Calderoni produced only a modest literary output, and both were dead by
the outbreak of the Great War. Giovanni Amendola, who would later suffer tragically and fatally at the hands
of the fascists, is an interesting minor figure in the movement. A significant later thinker who identified
himself with pragmatism is Antonio Aliotta. Crucial to the study of Italian pragmatism is the review Leonardo,
launched, co-edited, and sometimes entirely written by Papini and Prezzolini from to Many of the seminal
essays by these thinkers, as well as important contributions by Amendola, Calderoni, and Vailati, first
appeared in its pages. Schiller and James both published in it, and James spared little praise for the review in
his correspondence. The more political essays of these thinkers are to be found elsewhere, most notably in the
review Il Regno. Both Papini and Prezzolini wrote autobiographical statements which, together with their
correspondence and diaries, provide an excellent picture of these two extraordinary cultural figures, who for a
brief time called themselves pragmatists. Thayer, Meaning and Action: Hackett, , pp. The first, an important
component of Catholic Modernism, came to a quick end with the condemnation of Modernism in by Pope Pius
X. The second argued that scientific theories must be judged only with regard to their ability to account for
experimental evidence and to solve practical difficulties. The Pragmatism Cybrary offers a bibliography of
pragmatism in France, Prophet without Honor Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, , pp. Germany
Unlike France or Great Britain, Germany had no ongoing native movement struggling against rationalism, and
accordingly it treated pragmatism with minimal respect at best. The reaction against absolutism had erupted
four decades before and was already spent: Content to dismiss pragmatism as an undigested remnant of Fichte
or Nietzsche, or as a crass utilitarian spin-off, most mainstream academics trumpeted the obvious inferiority of
American thought. University of Chicago Press, , pp. An Annotated Bibliography, , by John R. Editions
Rodopi, , pp.
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August 29, Colin Koopman, Pragmatism as Transition: Reviewed by David L. Pragmatism as Transition
hence, Transition aims to develop a new "wave" of pragmatism, "Transitional Pragmatism" or
"Transitionalism. Each of these two historical waves of pragmatism reveal, it is argued, various "transitional"
elements of their own which can be selectively salvaged for use in the new and improved pragmatism,
Transitionalism. More specifically, the "1st wave" of pragmatism includes American classical pragmatists CP
C. Peirce, William James, and John Dewey, primarily; the "2nd wave" includes figures sometimes called
neopragmatists or linguistic pragmatists NP: Many other figures pragmatists, non-pragmatists, and others are
enlisted to advance critical and constructive points, with special help coming from Pierre Bourdieu, Stanley
Cavell, Bernard Williams, and Michel Foucault. Despite this large and diverse cast, Transition primarily
addresses itself to scholars in the American pragmatist tradition; we conclude this because the majority of
close analyses when given are spent interpreting or criticizing Dewey. The extent to which we were persuaded
by these analyses forms the core of this review. Nevertheless, we believe that something of interest can be
found here for anyone interested in the above mentioned figures, various pragmatisms, or theories regarding
genealogy, sociology, or anthropology. The book consists of seven chapters and an introduction, notes, a
bibliography, and an index. Chapter 1 explicates the core components of Transitionalism, namely meliorism,
historicity, and temporality; chapter 2, called "largely an effort in quotation," seeks to show that
"transitionalist" themes characterize "every major pragmatist thinker" 7 as it begins comparing classical and
contemporary streams within pragmatism. Chapter 3 labors to establish the necessity of a 3rd wave
Transitionalism by showing how and why an impasse exists between the first two waves. Arguing that CP is
too foundationalist-leaning "experience-centric" and NP is too narrowly focused on linguistic-practice
"language-centric" the chapter is "concerned to point out certain deficiencies that result from placing too much
stress on experience or language rather than on the processes of transitioning in which both experience and
language ought to be situated. Finally, Chapter 7 pleads for much greater attention to genealogical approaches
to criticism, such as found in Foucault. These approaches, Transition argues, supply two lacunae in
pragmatism: Before making further remarks, we wish to identify our perspective -- which Koopman names
"classicopragmatism" but which we prefer to simply call "pragmatism. Whatever the merit of our arguments,
we believe Transition has a range and excitement likely to inspire interest and discussion among a variety of
audiences beyond pragmatism -- including Rortyans, literary theorists, postmodernists, Foucauldians, and
many others -- and so we realize portions of our critique may fail to comment on ideas central to many. We
also want to acknowledge the important merit Transition deserves for pointing to and opening a much needed
discussion about the disagreement between philosophers that are supposed to share a name and a history. His
attempt at diagnosis and treatment are ameliorative -- and welcome. First, a few words about Transitionalism,
whose general account is given in the first two chapters. The basic elements of Transitionalism are, it is
argued, already implicit in a variety of pragmatisms and in other views as well. The book chooses apt passages
to illustrate moments at which James, Dewey, and Rorty among others mention transitions in experience or
history 52, 54, 55, Still, what Transitionalism itself is never gets clear enough. As far as we can tell,
Transitionalism is supposedly a philosophical "temperament" which intends to pay better attention than
previous pragmatisms to lived transitions: This somewhat cryptic remark about transitions is elaborated upon
in a later discussion of Transitionalism, which is a way we guess to attend more conscientiously to
"historicity" the contents or particular "how" of experience and its complement, "temporality" the processual
nature or flowing-ness of experience Transitionalism also stands in some relation complementary, we think,
but this too is unclear to "meliorism," the view that "a philosophically robust concept of hope can function as a
guide for critique and inquiry. Meliorist transitionalism is a philosophical practice of reconstruction. This is as
summary a statement of pragmatism that I can muster. At one point, Koopman seems to equate them, writing
"When philosophy itself is interpreted through the lens of these transitionalist notions, it turns out that
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philosophy is best understood as a theory and practice of hopeful cultural criticism â€¦ [which some
pragmatists refer to as] meliorism. Are they the same thing or different? However, in a discussion meant to
illustrate meliorism concerned with pragmatic reconstructions of "truth" , Koopman refers to the centrality of
"melioration" for "pragmatist transitionalism. The second wave of neopragmatism placed its primary emphasis
on the concept of language. A philosophy of transitions was at best an afterthought in each instance" 72, our
emphasis. What exactly are the charges against CP and NP, here? The charge against CPs like Dewey was that
their use "reliance," "emphasis" -- the verbs vary of experience in their metaphysics, epistemology, and ethics
encouraged them toward tacit acceptance of the trans-experiential "Given" which Wilfrid Sellars warned
about. It is not that they explicitly accepted or promoted such things, but rather that their versions of
experience called, variously, "primary experience," "pure experience," or "qualitative firstness," 82 edged their
philosophies incautiously close to "a givenism that courts representationalism and foundationalism. The whole
lot stinks. The only difference we can see between Koopman and Rorty is that Rorty explicitly and fully
charges Dewey with this -- and sticks to it -- while Koopman alternately issues half-charges and
half-retractions. Without a core concept able to help us understand cultural practices, NP cannot provide tools
for cultural criticism able to tackle the thorny issues we face. Of greater help, in contrast, would be thinkers
like Pierre Bourdieu, it is argued. Transitionalism promises to utilize a "ready insistence on temporality and
historicity" as a way of developing "the core epistemological, ethical, and political insights of pragmatism
without reliance on either an experience-centric or a language-centric philosophical framework. It is the
express purpose of the subsequent chapters on epistemology, ethics, and political theory to show
Transitionalism at work before concluding, in Chapter 7, with an additional argument that pragmatism needs
greater incorporation of genealogical approaches. Recall that Transition intends to launch a "third
pragmatism" that "makes peace" , recuperate the "best of both waves of previous pragmatism", and play down
the "pernicious elements" of both. Those elements, again, are the "linguisticism" of neopragmatists like Rorty
and the "lingering foundationalist tendencies" of James, Dewey, and others following in their footsteps. He
thinks of his view as a "third wave" because it is not predominantly driven by either language or experience.
We believe his analysis of the impasse is superficial because it fails to recognize a more fundamental source of
difference dividing the first two waves: What makes linguistic pragmatism problematic is that it starts, as did
modern philosophy, with a theory. While particular theoretical starting points vary all sensation is atomistic,
sensation is categorically non-mental, all experience is linguistic or temporal or historied, etc. However, we
choose to spend the bulk of our time on another premise of his overall argument, that which requires Dewey et
al. If that premise fails, no rescue by Transitionalism is needed. We will defend Dewey against this charge of
foundationalism or something just shy of it in a moment. First, we feel bound to point out that the charge is
never fully-made nor fully-fledged. Regardless of the half-hearted nature of these charges, Transition
concludes that they provide sufficient reason to abandon CP: Despite endless qualifications, there is, in the
end, no uncertainty about. The result is a parody of charity toward CP because while the charges do not really
add up, Transition really cannot come to any other conclusion given its ambition to provide a "third wave. In
sum, the charges against CP are murky and waffling, made with short passages of little support. We and others
have argued that Rorty and Co. Whatever one takes experience in Dewey to mean -- and this is no easy issue,
we grant -- it is a virtual certainty that it neither implies nor entails a metaphilosophical commitment to
foundationalism. The modern, subjectivistic view of experience had, they argued, led to artificial and
irresolvable problems, and the promise of pragmatism was to diagnose and dispense with this starting point
and any theories derived from it. Peirce called it "Cartesianism" because he saw it in Descartes CP5. Theories
will arise, typically to serve inquiries, but they must be returned to experience to "practice" to provide
confirmation. We are not asserting its truth, merely that it is nothing like foundationalism in philosophical
inquiry. While the CPs arrive empirically, hypothetically at a general view of experience, this view has
nothing to do with "the given. Because Transition wishes to speak up for culture and history, we should add
that Dewey believed that ordinary experience was not isolated from other people, cultures, or histories;
experience is never solipsistic. For Dewey to say that we are in experience or that "individuals live in a world"
means "that they live in a series of situations" LW Our experience of things occurs in a contextual whole
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which is ongoing and horizoned, and it is from such complex contextual wholes that certain qualities and
things stand out and are present to us. We never experience the world at large but always from a perspective
which is not subjectivistic -- that is, from a particular situation or standpoint see LW While it has become
fashionable among some philosophers and theorists to hammer in the lesson that language and culture inform
the conceptual and perceptual habits of direct experience, this point was not lost on Dewey. He understood
that new experiences are "mediated" if that word must be used by past conceptual and cultural engagements.
As Dewey put it experience is already overlaid and saturated with the products of the reflection of past
generations and by-gone ages. These accretions -- call them "life experience," in the everyday use of that
phrase -- are there at my, your, our starting points of inquiry. They cannot be peeled back or divested to return
to something more real or genuine. Thus, Dewey was quite clear that philosophy-as-criticism never utilizes
some "given" notion of experience as a foundation guaranteeing knowledge, and he was also clear that
philosophy must practice self-criticism along with its critical focus on the problems and issues that matter to
us. Such criticism of habits is possible, Dewey thought, if we can remain mindful radically, empirically of
how things initially come across to us -- their "gross, qualitative" character, as Dewey put it. While it is likely
that CPs such as Dewey could have used less misleading terms, it is unlikely he could have spilled more ink
trying to explain and clarify their meaning. Transition gives us no good reasons, then, to think that abandoning
"experience" would significantly advance pragmatism today. We have spent a significant amount of time on
"experience" because it is the linchpin of the book. CP did not hold a foundational-leaning view of experience,
and so the impasse as this book describes it between an "experience-centric" 1st wave and a
"language-centric" 2nd wave does not exist, either. There are surely things dividing "classicopragmatists" and
"neopragmatists," such as their metaphilosophical starting points but Transition does not show how this third
wave would provide the necessary next step. We wish to conclude with a few words of praise. First, we
applaud Transition for its ambitions. It tries to synopsize many different movements in philosophy -- various
pragmatisms, analytic philosophy, and genealogical approaches -- and then extricate elements common but
often buried in each so they can contribute to Transitionalism. Its motives are also laudable: Second, we think
that Transition does an admirable job of bringing out what is of interest to pragmatists in a variety of figures
often left unmentioned -- such as Bourdieu, Williams, and Foucault. The continued fecundity of pragmatism
depends on scholars like Koopman bringing such "outsiders" into the purview of pragmatists. Democracy as
Experience Indiana University Press, [3] Not only are Dewey and other CPs at risk of foundationalism; so are
contemporary classicopragmatists such as R. Bernstein who is also labeled a "neopragmatist" in the book.
However, these contemporary classicopragmatists have far less a reason to fall into foundationalism, given the
benefits given to them, Transition argues, by linguistic philosophers like Sellars and Rorty. The Horizons of
Feeling Albany: State University of New York Press, Indeterminacies are, on his view, simply given to us.
Our estimate of Rorty is that he was infamous as a provocateur and a proponent of "strong misreadings" of
philosophical texts, not as a historian, per se.
6: Pragmatism (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
a measure of hardness used in the USA. One degree is equal to 1 mg/l.

7: Project MUSE - Dewey's Empirical Theory of Knowledge and Reality (review)
Contents: Pragmatism and introspective psychology / Gerald E. Myers -- Consciousness as a pragmatist views it / Owen
Flanagan -- John Dewey's naturalization of William James / Richard M. Gale -- James, Clifford, and the scientific
conscience / David A. Hollinger -- Religious faith, intellectual responsibility, and romance / Richard Rorty -- The.

8: J. E. Tiles, Pragmatism from Peirce to Davidson - PhilPapers
Routledge History of Philosophy Volume VII 13 American pragmatism: James www.enganchecubano.com 14 Green,
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Bosanquet and the philosophy of coherence Gerald www.enganchecubano.com

9: Alexander Publications
By the time of his death in , James had aroused a public interest in philosophy in general, and pragmatism in particular.
He had also influenced a generation of philosophers, who repaid their debt to James by developing selected aspects of
his philosophy into principles for their own independent thought.
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